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COLUMN, page 6: Gus Bode says contrary to
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Students
lend ESPN
a hand
ESPN taps
radio-television
department for
broadcast
David Lopez
DAILY EGYPTIAN

A NTHONY S OUFFLÉ ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

SIU quarterback Nick Hill congratulates UD quarterback Anthony Bratton following SIU’s loss of the 2007 NCAA Division I Football
Championship Semifinal matchup against the University of Delaware Saturday evening at McAndrew Stadium.
SEE PAGE 16 FOR THE FULL STORY.

Presidential candidate
joins local protesters
Former U.S. Representative, Green
Party candidate visits Carbondale
Barton Lorimor
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Former U.S. Representative
Cynthia McKinney is fighting for
the Green party presidential nomination — not security guards.
McKinney, former Democratic
representative from Atlanta, made
several public appearances in
Carbondale Saturday as part of
her national presidential campaign.
McKinney is one of four presidential
candidates running in the Feb. 5
primary for the Green Party nomination.
The Green Party will only appear
on the ballot in California and
Illinois. In Illinois previous third–
party candidates have to garner at
least 5 percent of the vote for the
party to appear on later ballots.
McKinney spoke to a crowd
gathered at the Student Center about
an incident with police that made
national TV in 2006. According to a
report filed by a Capitol Hill Police
officer, McKinney was not wearing
a pin identifying her as a member
of Congress when she tried to enter
an office building without passing
through metal detectors. The officer
said McKinney struck him with a
closed fist when asked to identify
herself.
The incident, McKinney said, was
entirely the guard’s fault for not recognizing her as a member of Congress.
While in Carbondale, McKinney
joined a group of weekly protesters

at Town Square. Norma Wheeler, an
87-year-old Marion native, said the
group protests the war in Iraq and
use of torture in Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba. Former Green Party gubernatorial candidate Rich Whitney joined
McKinney, and displayed a sign reading “Peace on Earth,” to traffic traveling west on Walnut Street.
Whitney said he endorses
McKinney’s nomination, and said
she is a better candidate than the
Republican and Democratic options.
McKinney has been a life-long democrat and has a family history with
the party, but will convert to the
Green Party for the 2008 elections.
“I have always expressed Green
Party values,” she said.
McKinney was the first black
woman to represent Georgia in the
U.S. House of Representatives. She
was first elected in January 1993 but
was defeated for re-election in 2002.
She defeated the incumbent in 2004
and served until January 2007.
While in Congress, McKinney
spoke about many racial issues,
including the Florida voting system
accused of not counting one million
African American ballots. She also
drew up letters of impeachment for
United States President George W.
Bush.
Mark Donham, a political activist
and friend of McKinney’s, said she
has endured racial profiling and a bad
image inflicted by corporate media.
“She’s not a radical,” he said. “She’s
very caring and warm.”

As the Saluki football team fell
to the University of Delaware, fans
across the country were able to
watch the game thanks to some
dedicated SIUC students.
Twenty students in the radiotelevision department were tapped
to help with the technical duties
of filming Saturday’s game for
broadcast on ESPN. The students spent more than 20 hours
Friday and Saturday setting up the
equipment.
See ESPN, Page 5

Children’s choir helps
spread holiday cheer

T HOMAS B ARKER ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

Members of the Southern Illinois Children’s Choir, conducted by Alice Berry, Stephanie Hanson
and Stan Willis, perform during a presentation titled ‘Child of Light’ Saturday afternoon at Shryock
Auditorium. The choir consists of over 50 members who represent six counties in southern Illinois.

Southern Illinois Children’s Choir sings songs of Christmas
Madeleine Leroux
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Young children squirmed, fussed
and fiddled with their clothing
onstage as choir directors tried to
keep them focused on singing about
the holiday season.

The Southern Illinois Children’s children’s choir open to children from
Choir performed its holiday con- age 4 through grade nine.
cert, titled “Child of Light,” Saturday
Presented by the SIUC School
afternoon at Shryock Auditorium. of Music, the performance featured
The concert is one of two annual four singing groups organized by age
performances given by the choir each and skill level, said the conductor,
year.
The SICC is a community-based See CHOIR, Page 5
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Oprah comes to early voting South Carolina

CALENDAR

Individualized
Learning extended
hours

Democratic
presidential
hopeful Sen.
Barack Obama
(D-Ill.) greets
Oprah Winfrey
with his wife,
Michelle Obama,
at a rally in Des
Moines, Iowa
Saturday.

United Nations
Association of the
USA, Southern Illinois
Chapter

J OSE M. O SORIO
M C C LATCHY TRIBUNE

The Individualized Learning Program
is offering extended testing hours (last
available time to schedule is 5:30 p.m.) for
students today through Friday. Testing is
available Saturday starting at 10:00 a.m.
and the last available time to schedule
is noon. To schedule a test, please call
536-7751.

Raffle of Two Bulls Tickets
• 4:30-5:30 p.m. today through Friday
at the Student Center Bookstore
• Drawing is Dec. 16,
•Tickets are $2 each, or three for $5;
Good for any game this 2007/2008 season

The calendar is a free service for
community groups. We cannot
guarantee that all items will run.
Submit calendar items to the
D AILY E GYPTIAN newsroom,
Communications 1247, at least
two days before event, or call
(618) 536-3311, ext. 266.

CORRECTIONS
If you spot an error, please contact the
DAILY EGYPTIAN accuracy desk at 536-3311,
ext. 253.

POLICE REPORTS
There are no new items to report

COLU MBIA, S.C. (AP) — Thousands of people streamed into a football stadium on
Sunday for media mogul Oprah Winfrey’s second day of campaigning with Democratic
presidential hopeful Barack Obama.
Campaign supporters helped promote a rock concert-like atmosphere, yelling “fire it
up” and bands entertained the crowd at the 80,000-seat University of South Carolina stadium. Temperatures were in the 70s — a stark contrast to frigid Iowa, where Winfrey told
crowds a day earlier that Obama “has a new vision for America.”
Some early arrivals said the Illinois senator already had their vote. Others said they
wanted to learn more about him, and that the popular talk show host’s presence drew
them to the event.
“I want to see Oprah,” said Beverly Cheney, 45, who drove nearly three hours from
Fayettville, N.C., and was trying to decide between Obama and former Sen. John Edwards.
“But I make my own decision.”
Scott Sowell, 24, of Charleston, said Obama already had his vote. “I like his integrity and
the direction he wants to take the country,” Sowell said.
The event at Williams-Brice Stadium initially was planned for a smaller venue with a
capacity of 18,000, but was moved to the stadium after the campaign gave out all of its
free tickets two days after distribution began. Organizers said they did not expect to fill the
massive arena, however.
Winfrey and Obama were to head to New Hampshire later Sunday.
A recent AP-Pew Research poll has Clinton, a New York senator, leading in South
Carolina with 45 percent of likely Democratic primary voters, followed by Obama’s 31
percent. The two candidates break even on the black vote here, and that’s where Winfrey’s
appeal could become a factor — besides her pull among women.

Ice storm grounds airliners, knocks out power in
Illinois, Missouri, Kansas

S T. LO UIS (AP) — An ice storm grounded airline flights and knocked out power to
thousands of customers in Missouri and Illinois on Sunday.
The Central Illinois Regional Airport in Bloomington canceled several flights, and the
Illinois Department of Transportation reported slippery conditions on Interstates 55, 74,
39 and 57.
In Chicago, officials used the city’s emergency phone system to warn elderly residents
about walking on icy sidewalks and driveways. Recorded messages went out Sunday
morning to the phones of about 2,700 older Chicago residents, urging extreme care while
walking outdoors because of icy conditions.
The National Weather Service issued freezing rain advisories and ice storm warnings
for several counties in Illinois. About 14,000 customers lost electrical power in central
Illinois, said Ameren spokesman Neal Johnson in Peoria. Crews were repairing downed
lines Sunday afternoon, he said.
Ice as much as a half-inch thick coated roads and tree limbs in sections of extreme
southeast Kansas.
Missouri Gov. Matt Blunt declared a state of emergency and activated the National
Guard to aid communities affected by the stormy weather that started Saturday and was
expected to continue through midweek.
At Kansas City International Airport, 18 flights had been canceled by midmorning
Sunday, and 13 flights were called off at St. Louis Lambert International Airport.

AccuWeather 7-Day Forecast for Carbondale
®

TODAY
High
41°

TUESDAY
High
55°

WEDNESDAY
High
61°

THURSDAY
High
53°

FRIDAY
High
42°

SATURDAY
High
39°

SUNDAY
High
36°

Low
37°

Low
43°

Low
46°

Low
38°

Low
28°

Low
23°

Low
17°

Cloudy with a
bit of rain

Warmer with
rain

Periods of
clouds and
sunshine

Plenty of
sunshine

Overcast

Cloudy with rain
Partial sunshine
possible

Forecasts and graphics provided by AccuWeather, Inc. ©2007
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Salukis devour ‘brain food’

Campus officials
collaborate to
distribute snacks
Allison Petty
DAILY EGYPTIAN

For some college students, free
food can be a powerful incentive
to do almost anything, including
study.
The ninth annual Saluki Finals
Finish, which was sponsored by
every college in the university, began
Sunday with faculty and other volunteers distributing sub sandwiches
to hungry students from 6 p.m. to
midnight at the Student Recreation
Center. The event will continue
with pizza and tacos on Monday
and Tuesday, respectively.
Andrew Wood, a professor of
plant biology, said it was his first
year volunteering as a server.
He said the event was important
because it helps students remain
calm during a demanding time.
“For finals, it’s important to be
relaxed,” Wood said. “Being stressed
is not a good way to study.”
Paul Wood, Andrew’s 10-yearold son, helped him distribute sandwiches to hungry students.
Paul Wood said he came with
his father because he knows how
important it is to get good nutrition
before a test.
“We’re making these subs so the
students can go study harder,” Paul
Wood said.

Free food!
The Saluki Finals Finish will be held
at the Student Recreation Center from
6 p.m. to midnight. Faculty and other
volunteers will distribute the food.
Monday, Dec. 10….Pizza
Tuesday, Dec. 11….Tacos

He added that he performs better in his hardest subject, social
studies, when he eats well.
Brian Hickman said he was exercising when he noticed signs advertising the free food.
Hickman, a sophomore from
Chicago studying business, said he
expected all of his final exams to be
very difficult, and sandwiches help
his concentration.
“Of course the food helps,”

B RANDON C HAPPLE ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

TOP LEFT: Paul Sarvela, dean of the College of Applied Science and Arts, serves ham sandwiches
Sunday night in the Recreation Center. Sarvela, as well as a number of other faculty and staff, volunteered
to feed students at the 2007 Saluki Finals Finish.
ABOVE: Nathaniel Kemp, a senior from Hardin, studying graphic design, grabs a bowl of carrots and
celery at the Recreation Center Sunday night during the 2007 Saluki Finals Finish. The event, which also
runs tonight and tomorrow night, offers food and is free to all students.
Hickman said. “You can’t study on
an empty stomach.”
Paul Sarvela, dean of the College
of Applied Sciences and Arts, said
he had been volunteering as a server
for the past four or five years.

Sarvela said even though it was
cold and raining, students show up
to receive the free food because the
event always has a good turnout.
He said his three steps to acing
finals including eating good food,

www.siuDE.edu

sleeping well and, of course, studying.
Allison Petty can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 259 or
allison.petty@siude.com.
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Iraq plans new crackdown
Sunni VP supports pact with US
under Saddam Hussein.
“The great venture that
started with all the difficulties
BAG H DA D — Iraq’s we face, that cost causalities,
defense minister promised on means we have managed now
Sunday to wage a new crack- to get Iraq into a far better posidown in a volatile province tion,” Brown told British troops,
northeast of Baghdad where who lined the staircases of an
militants are trying to regroup airport base to watch his eveafter being routed from their ning arrival. “Not that violence
urban stronghold there last has ended, but we are able to
move to provincial Iraqi control
summer.
Suicide attacks have killed and that’s thanks to everything
more than 20 people in the last you have achieved.”
The British plan to hand
three days in Diyala province,
over security
a tribal patchwork
of Sunni Arabs,
responsibiliShiites and Kurds If we succeed in
ties for the
oil-rich area
that stretches from
Baghdad to the controlling areas of
to the Iraqis
border with Iran. Diyala close to Baghdad, in the comD e f e n s e
ing weeks.
Violence
Minister Abdul- the rate of incidents in
Qader
al- Baghdad decreases by
has declined
Obeidi told The
sharply in
Associated Press 95 percent.
Iraq since
that preparations
June, when
— Abdul Qader al-Qbeidi
had begun for a
Iraq Defense Minister the influx of
f resh
military
U.S. troops to
operation in the provincial cap- the capital and its surrounding
ital, Baqouba, about 35 miles areas began to gain momentum.
from Baghdad.
Also credited with the decline
“If we succeed in control- were the freeze in activities by
ling areas of Diyala close to the Mahdi Army militia, led by
Baghdad, the rate of incidents the radical Shiite cleric Muqtada
in Baghdad decreases by 95 al-Sadr, and the decision by tens
percent,” al-Obeidi told The of thousands of Iraqis — most of
Associated Press.
them Sunni Arab — to join the
British Prime Minister fight against al-Qaida.
Gordon Brown, meanwhile,
But it has been a constant
arrived in southern Iraq on a challenge to subdue extremsurprise visit to the southern ists in Diyala, which is the eastcity of Basra, signaling what ern gateway to Baghdad. More
London hopes will be the tran- than two years ago, U.S. forces
sition from a military mission thought they’d turned the corin Iraq to one with a stronger ner and American commanders
economic component, aimed at handed over substantial control of
reinvigorating a country torn the province to the Iraqi army in
apart by war and years of neglect August 2005.

Lori Hinnant

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

A RVADA , Colo. — A gunman
killed two staff members at a missionary training center early Sunday
after being told he couldn’t spend the
night, and about 12 hours later four
people were shot outside a megachurch in Colorado Springs.
Colorado Springs police Lt.
Fletcher Howard said a suspect had
been detained in the shootings there.
Authorities in Arvada, a Denver suburb about 65 miles north, said no one
had been captured in the shootings
there.
It was not immediately known
whether the shootings were related,
but Arvada authorities said they were
sharing information with Colorado
Springs investigators.
Howard declined to say whether
the Colorado Springs suspect had
been shot. The shooting there was
reported shortly after 1 p.m. Police
sealed off the church, but it was not
clear whether any parishioners were
still inside.
The conditions of the four people
shot Sunday afternoon in Colorado
Springs, in the parking lot of the New
Life Church, was not immediately
known, El Paso County Sheriff ’s Lt.
Lari Sevene said.
The first shooting happened at
about 12:30 a.m. at the Youth With
a Mission center in Arvada, a Denver
suburb, police spokeswoman Susan
Medina said.

First Europe-Africa
summit in seven
years closes with no
progress on trade issue

C

Canadian pig farmer,
accused serial killer,
found guilty of six
counts of murder

L EILA FADEL ~ M C C LATCHY TRIBUNE

A child watches a U.S. soldier as they patrol a market in Saidiyah.
Baghdad’s Saidiyah neighborhood has become a flash point in tensions
between the U.S. military and Iraqi government over the expansion of
U.S.-financed Sunni militias.

Two killed at missionary Biden wants special
counsel to probe CIA’s
center in Colorado
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

E

LISBON, Portugal (AP) — The first
summit between Europe and Africa in
seven years came to an acrimonious
end Sunday with leaders squabbling
over human rights and no progress on
a looming trade pact deadline.
Old divisions su rfaced at the twoday summit as leaders swapped accusations over the crises in Zimbabwe
and Darfur, and postcolonial tensions
deepened over free trade deals.
The World Trade Organization has
ruled that the EU’s 30-year-old preferential trade agreement with Africa was
unfair to other trading nations and violated international rules. New deals are
meant to be finalized by Dec. 31.
Senegalese President Abdoulaye
Wade said most African leaders had
rejected the European Union’s free
trade proposals, known as Economic
Partnership Agreements, and wouldn’t
discuss them further.
The proposals “aren’t in Africa’s interest,” Wade said in angry comments at a
news conference.

“

George Merritt

WIRE REPORTS

A man and a woman were killed
and two men were wounded, Medina
said. All four were staff members
with the center, said Paul Filidis, a
Colorado Springs-based spokesman
with Youth With a Mission.
The gunman came to the door of
the Arvada dormitory seeking shelter,
asking whether he could spend the
night, said Peter Warren, director of
Youth With a Mission Denver.
When told he couldn’t stay, the
man walked inside, opened fire, then
left on foot, Warren said.
Warren said he didn’t know
whether any of the students or staff
knew the gunman. “We don’t know
why” he came to the dormitory,
Warren said.
Witnesses told police that the
gunman was a 20-year-old white
male, wearing a dark jacket and skull
cap, who left on foot. He may have
glasses or a beard.
Police with dogs searched the
area through the night, and residents
of nearby homes were notified by
reverse 911 to be on the lookout.
Medina said residents were asked to
look out their windows for any tracks
left in the snow during the night.
About four inches of snow had fallen
in the area in the past day.
Early Sunday afternoon, Lance
Coles, a pastor at New Life Church
in Colorado Springs, received a report
that a man was shooting at people in
the church parking lot and that the
gunman may have entered the church,
he told The Associated Press.

destruction of tapes

“I just think it’s clearer and
crisper and everyone will know
what the truth is ... if he appoints a
WA S H I N GT O N — A special counsel, steps back from it,”
Senate Democratic leader said said Biden, D-Del.
That view was not shared fellow
Sunday the attorney general should
appoint a special counsel to inves- Democratic Sen. Jay Rockefeller of
tigate the CIA’s destruction of vid- West Virginia, chairman of the
eotaped interrogations of two sus- Senate Intelligence Committee,
who said Congress
pected terrorists.
can get to the botSen. Joe Biden,
a
Democratic I just think it’s clearer tom of the matter. “I don’t think
presidential candidate and chair- and crisper and every there’s a need for a
man of the Senate one will know what
special counsel, and
Foreign Relations
I don’t think there’s
a need for a special
C o m m i t t e e , the truth is ... if he
commission,” he
cited
Michael appoints a special
said. “It is the job
Mukasey’s refusal
during confir- counsel, steps back
of the intelligence
committees to do
mation hearings from it.
— Joe Biden that.”
in October to
Democratic presidential candidate
describe waterRepublican
boarding as torSen. Chuck Hagel
of Nebraska, a member of the
ture.
Mukasey’s Justice Department committee, echoed that sentiment.
and the CIA’s internal watchdog
The Senate and House intelannounced Saturday they would ligence committees are both invesconduct a joint inquiry into the tigating the destruction of the tapes
matter. That review will determine and Hagel said one goal is to know
whether a full investigation is war- whether justice was obstructed and
ranted. “He’s the same guy who who in the White House might
couldn’t decide whether or not have known about the fate of the
waterboarding was torture and he’s tapes. Rockefeller, citing the congoing to be doing this investiga- fidentiality of certain intelligence
tion,” said Biden, who noted that briefings, said he could not comhe voted against making Mukasey ment on the existence of any other
the country’s top law enforcer.
interrogation tapes.

Calvin Woodward

NEW WESTMINSTER, British
Columbia (AP) — A pig farmer accused
of being Canada’s worst serial killer was
found guilty Sunday of six counts of
second-degree murder, which carries a
mandatory sentence of life in prison.
The verdict ended the trial of
Robert ‘Willie’ Pickton on the first six
of 26 murder charges in the deaths of
women, most of them prostitutes and
drug addicts from a seedy Vancouver
neighborhood.
Pickton, 58, was tried for the killings
of Mona Wilson, Sereena Abotsway,
Marnie Frey, Brenda Wolfe, Andrea
Joesbury and Georgina Papin. The
defense acknowledged that their
remains were found on Pickton’s farm
outside Vancouver, but denied he was
responsible for their deaths.
The jury of seven men and five
women began its deliberations Friday
night. They had the option of finding
Pickton guilty of first-degree murder,
second-degree murder or manslaughter or not guilty on any of the six
counts.
Pickton listened to the verdict with
his head bowed. He will receive a
mandatory sentence of life in prison
and will not be eligible for parole for at
least 10 years. The jury was deliberating
Sunday whether to extend that 10-year
period.

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
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South Korean oil spill
damages seafood
farms, casts shadow
over tourism
SHINDURI BEACH, South Korea (AP)
— Chung Hwan-hyang surveyed the
damage from South Korea’s worst oil
spill, saddened by the knowledge that
the oyster farm she and her husband
ran for 30 years was lost.
“My oysters are all dead,” the 70-yearold woman said Sunday as she and thousands of others cleaned foul-smelling oil
from Shinduri Beach. “I cried and cried
last night. I don’t know what to do.”
Some 2.7 million gallons of crude oil
gushed into the ocean after a collision
Friday between a barge and a supertanker carrying more than 260,000 tons
of crude oil.
For Chung and other residents of
Taean County, nearly 100 miles southwest of Seoul, the spill brought despair
and shock at how the pollution shattered lives and businesses.
The South Korean government
declared a “state of disaster” as the
oil slick began hitting the shore early
Saturday, coming in waves of mucky,
stinking crude. The spill now threatens
the livelihood of an area that includes
beaches like Shinduri and betterknown Mallipo, which is considered
one of South Korea’s most scenic areas
and serves as an important stopover for
mallards, great crested grebes and others migrating birds.
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ESPN
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

Donning vests with the ESPN
logo, students rushed up and down
the sidelines assisting cameramen,
audio technicians and newscasters throughout the misty afternoon
and into the evening.
Mark Wetstein, TV production coordinator for WSIU Public
Broadcasting, was contacted by
Kwokman, the production company
working for ESPN, to find students
willing to work on the field.
“Basically they sent an e-mail
to the radio-television department
requesting help with the production,” Wetstein said.
Wetstein said he was still waiting to hear feedback from the
Kwokman Production Company
about his students. Based upon
the students’ performance during the event, Wetstein said they
may get another chance to work
under Kwokman and ESPN in the
future.
“This may come up again
when Gameday comes to town
for Creighton,” Wetstein said. “So
I wanted to make sure they had a
good referral pool for next time.”
Robyn Lovecchio, a sophomore
from Bartlett studying radio-television, performed camera-grip duties
throughout the game and said the
students were called upon to perform a variety of tasks.
“We did odds and ends,”
Lovecchio said. “If someone need-

Kathy Stanish, a
junior in
radio-televsion
from Glen Ellyn,
collects sound
for ESPN during
the 2007 NCAA
Division I Football
Championship
Semifinal matchup
between SIU and
the University
of Delaware
Saturday evening
at McAndrew
Stadium.
A NTHONY S OUFFLÉ
D AILY E GYPTIAN
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Stephanie Hanson. Hanson, who
primarily works with the younger
children, said she has fun working
with them.
“The children were enthusiastic
and did very well,” Hanson said.
The two annual concerts are performed by all groups of the choir,
Hanson said, but the older children
perform more throughout the year.
Choir director Alice Berry said all
the kids sang enthusiastically and did
a great job at the concert.
“We have so many talented young
people,” Berry said. “I’m so extremely
proud of their performance.”
Berry said the children always
achieve the goals she sets for them.
They learn to feel the music, she

1

5

ed something, we’d go get it.”
Lovecchio said her time working the game was fun, but she
especially enjoyed the chance to
gain hands-on experience in the
field and work with people who
broadcast for a living.
“They’ve been really cool with
us helping them. They’re surprised
with what we already know, but
they’ve been teaching us even
more,” Lovecchio said.
Thomas vonBerg, an SIU alumnus and freelance cameraman working for ESPN, manned the camera
behind Deleware’s bench. He said
he was excited to return to his alma
mater and was on the tail end of a
16-stop tour of the Midwest covering the NCAA playoffs.
“When I was a student here, it
was considered one of the best RTV schools around,” vonBerg said.
“The hands-on used to be one of
the best in the country.”
Barb Hansen, operations manager for Kwokman, said McAndrew
Stadium was not very TV ready, but
the students’ help was invaluable to
their broadcast. Both she and vonBerg were pleased with the work
done by the students.
“Their level of knowledge of
technical equipment was better
than at most places,” Hansen said.
“Probably some of the best people
we’ve worked with all year.”
David Lopez can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 273 or
dave.lopez@siude.com.

said.
Cathy Biggs, a Carbondale resident, came to the holiday performance to see a family friend sing with
the choir. Biggs said the performance
was delightful.
“It was warmer than the football
game,” Biggs said. “Plus, the little
ones are entertaining.”
The performance concluded with
songs of children creating a better
future. Berry said that’s exactly what
these children are doing.
The song, “We are the Children
of Tomorrow,” received a standing
ovation from the audience.
“These young people are making
a difference and I applaud them,”
Berry said.
Madeleine Leroux can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 254 or mleroux@siu.edu.

Student arrested with
Internet threat of campus
shooting in Los Angeles
Noaki Schwartz
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

LO S A N G ELES — Los
Angeles police arrested a 21-yearold Loyola Marymount University
student in connection with an online
threat to shoot people on campus,
officials said Saturday.
Police arrested Carlos Huerta, a
senior at Loyola, for investigation of
making criminal threats. Huerta was
taken into custody on Saturday night
near his apartment on campus.
Huerta is suspected of posting a
message that he would shoot and kill
as many people as possible on campus
before being killed himself by police,
authorities said. The threat appeared
on Juicycampus.com, a chat board
that describes itself as having the
“simple mission of enabling online
anonymous free speech on college
campuses.”
University officials reported the
threat to police around 11:30 a.m.
on Saturday, said Los Angeles Police

Department spokesman Officer
Mike Lopez. Calls made to Loyola
were not immediately returned.
Some officers were dispatched to
patrol the campus as a precaution and
campus entrances were restricted.
Investigators working with campus officials were eventually able to
determine that the threat had come
from the computer registered to
Huerta, police said.
“There was never an indication
the threat made was a valid one, and
there is no on-going threat to LMU,”
said Deputy Chief Michael Downing,
head of the LAPD Counterterrorism
and Criminal Intelligence Bureau.
It was not immediately known if
Huerta had an attorney.
This is the second time in less
than a week that someone has been
arrested for allegedly posting an
online threat to go on a shooting
spree in Los Angeles. Both occurred
just days after the mall shooting in
Omaha, Neb., that left eight holiday
shoppers and the gunman dead.
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Work at the DAILY EGYPTIAN
Apply now for: news writer, sports writer, entertainment writer, photographer,
page designer, web desk and more
Applications are available at the DAILY EGYPTIAN office
located in the Communications Building
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A reflection on the Salukis
ANDY FRUTH
afruth@siu.edu

SIU Football

I just wanted to thank the
11,000-plus who braved the
elements to watch the Salukis
play in their first semifinal playoff
game since 1983. Even though the
game didn’t turn out the way we
wanted it to and Saluki Nation will
have to wait another year for the
next championship run, I thought
Saturday’s game was one of the best
football games I have ever been to
at McAndrew Stadium.
Fans were cheering from 30
minutes before kickoff until the
last play on the field. The pulse
of thousands of screaming fans
stomping on the aluminum
bleachers resonated throughout the
area and I was told that at times it
was so intense the mounted camera
on top of the press box shook up
and down.
For four years I’ve never seen
a game with that level of intensity

from the fans, especially the
students.
The bottom line is that no
Saluki should be holding his head
down after Saturday’s game. It is
truly a blessing to still be playing
football in December in our level
of competition, and hopefully it
will become something we become
accustomed to in Carbondale every
year. Everyone in attendance needs
to remember what it was like in
that stadium. If we can generate
that kind of atmosphere for every
SIU football game, there is no limit
to how successful we can become.
Thanks for everything you did
on and off the field. You are all
responsible for showing not only
the people of southern Illinois, but
the whole country that SIU isn’t
just a basketball school anymore.
We’re pretty darn good in football,
too.

SIU basketball

I’ve already heard people begin
to panic about the men’s basketball
team’s recent woes on the court.
You’d think the apocalypse was

coming by the way some people
have been talking lately, but I’m
not ready to push the panic button
quite yet.
Here are my thoughts on the
season so far:
• Forget about the losses to
USC and Indiana. Even “Floor
Burn U” is going to have trouble
defending the likes of O.J. Mayo,
Davon Jefferson and Eric Gordon,
because if this year was like years
past in college basketball, these
three guys would never have played
against the Salukis in the first
place. They would have all been
first round picks out of high school
straight to the NBA. Keep in mind
the rule change in effect now that
keeps playing from going to the
NBA until they are a year removed
from high school ball.
• Anyone who thought our
non-conference schedule would
be a cakewalk needs to get his
head examined. Besides USC
and Indiana, the other teams we
play this year are quality teams,
not cupcakes like other teams
have on the schedule this time

of year. Three of our remaining
non-conference games feature
opponents who will probably be
in the tournament in St. Mary’s,
Western Kentucky and Butler.
We’ve also got a game at Saint
Louis against coach Rick Majerus.
• Get used to seeing teams
double-up on Randal Falker the
rest of the year. The guy is a ball
player. We know that and now
everyone else knows that, too. Our
guys have to knock down shots
when he is double-teamed. In fact,
we have to start knocking down
shots period. Our defense isn’t
going to win the game by itself
without help from the offensive
side of the ball.
• The Missouri Valley
Conference is down this year
compared to previous years. Bottom
feeder Drake is currently leading
the conference at 8-1, although
they play a fairly weak schedule.
Northern Iowa has two losses
already. Creighton lost Nate Funk
and big man Anthony Tolliver, so
it is in a rebuilding year. Missouri
State lost in Blake Ahern and

Wichita State already has losses
to Baylor, Monmouth and TexasArlington. We all need to keep an
eye on Bradley. They played No. 10
Michigan State close, losing 66-61
Tuesday night.
• The undefeated Gaels of St.
Mary’s come to the SIU Arena
7 p.m. Tuesday. For those of
you wondering what a Gael is,
apparently it’s a Scottish Warrior.
For those wondering how good St.
Mary’s is, they already beat No. 11
Oregon at their place this year so
they can play with the big boys. I
know it’s finals week, but to those
of you who can make it, you are in
for a very good game between the
Scottish Warriors and the Egyptian
Hunting Dogs.
To all my readers, good luck on
finals and have a great winter break.
I’ll be back next semester with
more weekly commentary to keep
you entertained as you fight your
“case of the Mondays” by reading
the DE every Monday morning.
Fruth is a graduate student in
curriculum and instruction.

GUEST COLUMN

Holiday stress eating: Minding your stress
COUNSELING CENTER

Picture it: It’s the start of the holidays
and your family has gathered for a festive
evening of fun.
Your mother and sister are arguing over
whether to put green or red icing on the
cookies, your little brother is sulking in his
room refusing to join the family meal, your
great aunt continues to make comments
about your mother’s lumpy gravy while your
uncle asks you whether you’ve “put on a
few” lately, and you’re wondering whether
you will make it through the meal without
losing it.
Sound familiar?
With the bustle of the holiday season,
the shopping, the cooking, the parties, the
family events and the culmination of the
school semester, it’s a wonder any of us
maintain our sanity. With all of this stress, it
is natural to seek some way to distract your
attention, and for many of us that way is
through eating.
Eating can become an unconscious
and automatic response to relieve anxiety
and tension. During the holidays, stress
is imminent, rendering us especially
vulnerable to increased anxiety and tension.
Additionally, with the holiday festivities,

different and often richer foods tend to be
more readily available.
Learning to be mindful during moments
of stress can help break
those unconscious,
automatic reactions
like eating. Being more
mindful about our eating
and our stress can be
practiced through some
of the following tips:

Recognize
your stress.

It’s not always easy
to recognize when you’re
feeling on edge. Start
to learn the signals that
you’re stressed; this might
include tension in your
shoulders, headaches or
shallow breathing.

When you’re eating, slow down and savor
each bite. Notice the appearance, the taste,
the texture, the scent and the satisfaction
you feel. You may feel
comforted sooner,
through fewer bites.

With the bustle of
the holiday season,
the shopping,
the cooking, the
parties, the family
events and the
culmination of the
school semester, it’s
a wonder any of us
maintain our sanity.

When you’re
eating, enjoy it.

When we eat too fast, we miss out on the
taste, the texture, the scent and the sensation
of fullness and satisfaction. These aspects of
eating are what make it comforting to us in
the first place.

MISSION STATEMENT
The DAILY EGYPTIAN, the student-run newspaper of Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, is committed to being a trusted source of news, information, commentary
and public discourse, while helping readers understand the issues affecting their lives.

Become aware of
what else is going on
while you’re eating.

Notice your
surroundings as well as
your food. Who is eating
with you? Pay attention
to what works for you
and what doesn’t.

Focus on choice.

Notice what is going
on for you physically,
mentally and emotionally
that led to your choice to
eat. Notice what told you to eat now, what
led you to choose the foods you’ve chosen
and to eat where you chose to eat them.

Learn from past events.

Do your choices about foods help or hurt
you?
If the last time you were stressed, you ate

an entire bag of cookies and then felt guilty,
eating only added to your stress. This time,
take some steps to control portions like
buying only one cookie instead of a dozen.

Slow down. Pause.

Taking a moment to reflect on what you
are about to eat may allow you to notice if
you are reacting automatically in an attempt
to relieve some discomfort.

Be mindful of cravings.

When we deny ourselves the opportunity
to eat something we crave, this only serves
to strengthen the desire for that food.
Contrarily, recognizing the craving allows
us to make a choice of whether to eat the
food and when. This puts us in charge of the
craving.

Rate your hunger.

When we tune in to physical hunger
signals, we can distinguish physical hunger
from emotional hunger. Give your hunger a
rating on a scale of 0 to 10, with 0 being not
hungry at all and 10 being starved. If your
hunger is at a 0 or 1, wait to eat until the
rating moves up. If you are at a 9 or 10, you
have waited too long; when we are overly
hungry, we’re much more likely to overeat.

WORDS OVERHEARD

“ They have made stunning progress. They’ve really just zipped along.”
David Carlson
dean of library affairs
on the progess of renovations to Morris Library
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Abortion coverage is necessary
DEAR EDITOR:
For all of you on this campus who are opposed to our
university health insurance coverage of surgical abortion, I have
some interesting numbers for you from the 2005 National Crime
Victimization Survey put out by the U.S. Department of Justice.
These numbers do not include the victims who are under the age
of 12.
Every two and a half minutes, someone in the United States
someone is sexually assaulted; yet 59 percent of these assaults go
unreported. Being raped is a traumatic event – having to go to the
authorities and tell them what happened makes you have to relive
the horror that you’ve already gone through.
Many women do not find themselves strong enough to speak
about their rape to others, but that doesn’t make what happened

any less real. Did you know around 4.7 percent of rapes result in
the victim becoming pregnant?
I fully support our university’s health insurance coverage of
surgical abortion. I know not every abortion performed for students
at this university is the result of rape, but I would hate for a woman
who has been victimized to be forced to carry that financial burden
on her own, when most likely she is already carrying the emotional
and psychological burden on her own.
For those of you who plan to ask the university for a refund
because you don’t want your money going to fund surgical
abortions, I say good luck getting a refund from them.
I would also suggest you attempt to get a refund from the
federal government on your tax dollars as well if you really don’t
want any of your money going to fund surgical abortions, because
our tax dollars help fund them too.

Amy Nelson

graduate student studying exercise physiology
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Vote ‘yes’ for the GA United contract
DEAR EDITOR:
In response to voiced concerns about the new GA United
contract, the Union made great headway toward a more equitable
environment between graduate assistants and the university.
Great headway, of course, does not imply getting everything we

wanted. It does, however, strongly assert that for an initial contract
with a burgeoning membership, the Union created something on
which to build. We need not make the perfect the enemy of the
good. To do so is both foolish and reckless.
In the upcoming vote, I’m going to vote “yes” and I urge all
other GA United members to do the same.

Richmond B. Adams

graduate student studying English

Keep up the good work SIU
DEAR EDITOR:
As an otherwise uninsured SIU student, I had no idea surgical
abortions are covered by the school’s health plan until I read
about it in the DE. Let me be the first responder to say, “Three
cheers, hip-hip hooray and way to go SIU!” This is one of the few
sensible and sensitive things that I have heard out of the campus
in some time.
As the editors stated in Our Word, abortion is a legal medical
procedure that cannot be discriminated against. Other students
have responded saying if a woman makes the personal decision
to have sex, then it should be her personal responsibility to pay
for the abortion, should she so choose. Let me note that the
woman is not the only person in this situation who decided to
have sex. The male part of the equation can pay for half, but only
if he chooses to, and many are not so kind. This leaves the entire
emotional, mental, physical and financial burden on the woman.
I have never had an abortion, but after reading about it
and talking with many women, I can tell you that the other
burdens are heavy enough. Now, let’s relate this idea to a nongender-specific issue: STDs. In this situation, the decision to
have intercourse was also made. Either proper precautions were

not taken, or there was a giant UH-OH. So, should the Health
Center not treat STDs? Considering what a huge problem
venereal disease is in the student population, I don’t think that
many people would agree.
Now, don’t get me wrong — I do not think that pregnancy is
a disease, but the issues of personal and societal responsibility are
the same. And if you want to talk purely about money, a single
woman who couldn’t finish her degree and has to raise a child
on welfare costs a lot more. What costs the least in every sense
is preventative measures. I fully advocate reality-based sexual
education, and extol the virtues of teaching masturbation (which,
when practiced, alone or with friendly company will not get you
sick or pregnant) along with abstinence as fool-proof ways to
stay safe. Both males and females should know the mechanics of
reproduction (that’s right guys, learn about menstrual cycles) and
have birth control that is affordable and readily available.
There is also information available online on how to gently,
naturally and safely reinstate a missed period. In all, SIU and
the Student Health Center do a great job of providing many
sexuality-based services at the college level, so do our community
a favor and keep up the good work.

Bridget Shepherd

senior studying university studies

Gus Bode says: The DE is looking for more student columnists for the spring
and wants you to apply. Want to make your opinion heard on a university policy?
Is something important on your mind? Do something.
To apply for a position, fill out an application at the DE office with a sample
piece of your writing. If you have questions give us a call!

• Letters and guest columns must be submitted
with author’s contact information, preferably via
e-mail. All letters are limited to 300 words and
columns to 500 words. All topics are acceptable.
All submissions are subject to editing.

• Phone number required to verify authorship (number
will not be published). STUDENTS must include year and
major. FACULTY must include rank and department.
NON-ACADEMIC STAFF include position and department.
OTHERS include hometown.
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Girls and Sports

Pulse

by Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein

By Linda C. Black

by Glenn McCoy

The Duplex

To get the advantage, check the day’s
rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) — Today
is an 8 — Take the wisdom you’ve recently acquired and figure out a way to add it
to your career behavior. Become even
more effective. You can do more than
you’ve done before, and you’ll love it.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) — Today
is a 7 — Finish up your business so you
can celebrate. An outing with friends
would be perfect. Go to a place you’ve
never been. Have an experience slightly
spicier than usual.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) — Today
is a 7 — It’s best to remain quiet for now.
Pay close attention. There may be a quiz
on this material later, with valuable prizes.
At any rate, it’s best not to argue. Shush.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) — Today
is a 7 — You’re pushed past the breaking
point, but don’t worry about it. You come
up with some of your best ideas when
working under pressure. You won’t break,
by the way. You’ll get stronger.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today is
an 8 — First figure out what you and
your sweetheart want to accomplish
together. Yes, there will be work involved.
This is how you show your love.

THE Daily
Robert Williams
y Crossword Edited byy Wayne
y
ACROSS
1 Fleshy cheek
5 French picnic
locale
9 Disney lion
14 Mayberry boy
15 Salt Lake state
16 Perfectly
pitched
17 Lion city of Asia
19 Web-footed
critter
20 “__ the Horrible”
21 Tongue-lash
23 Mil. unit
25 Lion-hearted
king
29 Narragansett
baby
33 Affixed to this
34 Mr. Baba
35 Chatters: var.
38 Mil. rank
39 Cal. units
40 Shakespearean
tragedy
43 Melodic tune
44 Light touches
46 Gazpacho
ingredient
47 August sign
48 Former San
Francisco mayor
51 Drought state
53 Lion king of
Scotland
56 Program file

Today’s Birthday. You’ll be immensely successful this year, so take on real challenges. Don’t waste this valuable time winning easy games. Attempt the impossible.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Today
is a 6 — There’ll be time for cleaning
up and a restful moment for yourself.
Confer with your partner about recent
proceedings. Overall, you should be
quite satisfied with the results.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — Today
is a 7 — The flurry of activity precedes a
welcome respite. Pick up something for
dinner while you’re out there, so you can
veg on the couch tonight.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) — Today
is a 7 — While you’re on a shopping
binge, also make an investment in your
own education. It’s totally justifiable.
Acquire skills you can use soon.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) —
Today is an 8 — Trust yourself to find a
way to achieve your goal in most situations. You’re smart and lucky. So figure
out what you want. Make a list.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) —
Today is a 6 — You’ll get a lot more
done today than even you expected.
Keep pushing while you have the energy and opportunities. Wrap up as much
as possible so you won’t have to do it
later.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) —
Today is a 7 — It’s back to work, and
the pile of stuff that’s stacked up while
you were doing something else. Some
of it’s been there for quite a while. No
more excuses, get busy.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) — Today
is a 6 — If you’re willing to try an unusual method or plan, great success can be
yours. Besides, your friends will think
it’s awesome. Unleash your creativity.

(c) 2007, Tribune Media Services Inc. | Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune Information Services.

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

57
59
63
66
68
69

extension
Link together
Upstanding
Puppeteer
Lewis
Lion king of
France
Crime group
From scratch

70 Art Deco
designer
71 Narnia lion
72 String toy
73 Prognosticator

3
4

DOWN
1 Poke fun
2 Eye defect: suff.

7
8
9

5
6

10 Sobbing
11 NYSE, for one
12 Spelling
competition
13 River to the
Firth of Clyde
18 Western gulch
22 Exclamation in
Bonn
24 Exam for jrs.
26 Secondhand
purchase
27 Motherless
calves
28 Lead-ins
29 Papaya
30 Acid neutralizer
31 Flower part
32 Sound rebound
36 Author Kesey
37 Lost traction

Party branch
Smooth, even
style in music
Kind of tent
Two-point
connection
Less likely
Colette novel
Calm down

41
42
45
49
50
52
54
55
58
60
61
62
63
64
65
67

Traditional tales
Cameo stones
Sun rooms
Brownish
orange
Granola bit
Anxiety
Language of
Kuala Lumpur
Image: pref.
Politico Long
Emerald Isle
Commend
Stadium level
Wee, to Burns
Possesses
CIO’s partner
“Sands of __
Jima”

by Henri Arnold and Mike Argirion

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

ABOOT
©2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

BELAF
PYSEDE
www.jumble.com

KOOPHU

Sudoku

Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

Answer here:

By The Mepham Group
Level: 1

2

3

Yesterday’s
Friday’s

4

Complete the grid so each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit
1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.

Solution to
to Saturday’s
Friday’s puzzle
Solution
puzzle

© 2007 The Mepham Group. Distributed by Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.
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(Answers tomorrow)
LOVER
QUARTZ
PARITY
Jumbles: PAYEE
Answer: When the golfer caught a cold, he wasn’t —
UP TO “PAR”

siuDE.com
www.
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Gloria Bode says good
luck on your finals!
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‘Compass’ needs direction
north. The authoritarian Magisterium, as Coulter
describes, tells people what to think and what to
DAILY EGYPTIAN
do, and finds its enemy in free thinkers.
Lyra receives a golden compass before she
‘The Golden Compass’
Rated: PG-13
goes north, which can show the truth to those
who can read it — and of course, she can read
Starring: Nicole Kidman, Daniel Craig,
it. She finds the Magisterium is responsible for
Dakota Blue Richards, Ian McKellen
her friends’ disappearances and experimenting
Directed by Chris Weitz
with dust and soon sets out on a journey to free
Runtime: 113 min.
them.
If there’s one good thing to be said about
It’s a lot for a movie that runs just under two
“The Golden Compass,” it’s this: At least there’s hours. Add in warring polar bears, cowboy pilots,
no way to walk away from this film without witches and prophecies and this movie becomes a
wanting to see the sequel.
jam-packed film begging for a little bit more plot
Unfortunately, the Philip Pullman novel- direction to stop the deluge of events.
turned-movie features too little
Strangely, however, this
movie isn’t hard to follow, just
character development and plot
direction to feel like a film in its
a lot to take in. Because of the
packed and scattered plot, there
own right. It suffers from the
3 out of 5 stars
curse so many movies in triloisn’t much character developgies do — seeming like a space
ment. Almost no one has a back
holder introducing some ideas before filmmakers story or reasons for his or her actions other than
it’s just what he was meant to do.
get to the meat of the series.
The best part of the film is the way it looks.
“The Golden Compass” tells the of story Lyra
(Dakota Blue Richards), who lives in a world There’s an abundance of computer graphics
where human souls are present beside people creating each animal and battle, which are somein the form of daemons, talking animals that times cartoonish but mostly stunning.
are vaguely representative of who the person is.
The polar bear fight is one of the most excitLyra’s daemon, Pantalaimon, has not settled on ing parts of the movie, conveying the brutish
his shape, transforming from a ferret, to a mouse, strength of the beasts as well as being one of
the few parts of the film where emotions are
to a big cat and back again.
Children begin to disappear, including some attached. The audience is rooting for one of the
of Lyra’s friends, when she learns of the existence bears to win, to regain his pride and his throne as
of mysterious dust — particles that accumulate king of the polar bears.
around humans flowing through their daemons
Stark whites of the north as well as those
into them. Lyra receives an invitation from surrounding Kidman’s character give a cold and
Magisterium member Mrs. Coulter, the utterly unforgiving feel to the film. The luscious royal
stunning and elegant Nicole Kidman, to travel blues and purples the witches wear, along with

Alicia Wade

Pulse Picks
By the Pulse Team

Here are some movies
in theaters you should
check out:
Alicia Wade
1. “No Country for Old Men.” A completely
rounded and powerful thriller, this novelturned-cinema-gold can’t be missed.
2. “Awake.” This is the chance for Hayden
Christensen to prove he isn’t just the robotic
Anakin Skywalker we loved to hate in “Star
Wars.”

Jakina Hill
PROVIDED P HOTO

Kidman’s beautiful gold and white costumes
deserve a second look.
“The Golden Compass” is a good starting
point for the series, though it lacks a little background for the characters as well as plot. It leaves
much to be desired in these areas, giving a huge
job to the remainder of the trilogy.
But audiences should have confidence in this
series, because once the enormous plot is finally
under control, the films can have a meaning to
match how good “Compass” looked.
Alicia Wade can be reached at 536-3311 ext. 275
or awade@siude.com.

1. “Awake.” It’s the first movie in a while
where you really don’t have a clue how it’s
going to end.
2. “No Country for Old Men.” There’s no
such thing as too much action, and this film
is full of it and a few surprises as well.

Audra Ord
1. “Awake.” This movie is awesome and
everybody should see it. I don’t care what
every other review says, and Roger Ebert
doesn’t agree with them either. So go see this
movie — you won’t be disappointed.
2. “Diving Bell and the Butterfly.” The
heart-wrenching true story of a French Elle
editor who suffers from full-body paralysis
is an emotional roller coaster but fully worth
the ride.
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“I thought for the most part we
got off on two good starts in the first
half and second half,” Eikenberg said.
“If we can do that and add the second
parts of each half we will be OK.”
Senior guard Jayme Sweere led
the Salukis as she tallied 21 points to
go with six rebounds, three assists and
one steal.
Sweere had 10 first-half points,
most of which came off mid-range
jump shots. Her highlight-reel basket
came when she juked a defender with
a quick dribble and finished the drive
to the rim with a left-handed finger
roll off the glass.
Sweere said her strong start helped
her confidence throughout the game,
but the practice that led up to the
game made the biggest difference.
“It’s always nice to hit shots, but I
would say it’s probably more about the
work we have been doing throughout
the week,” Sweere said. “We wanted
to come out and get them in a hole
early.”
Junior Jasmine Gibson matched
Sweere’s 21-point total and had five
rebounds, two assists and a steal. The
half-court offensive set was clearly
geared toward getting Gibson open
shots from the top of the key. She shot
70 percent from the field as she continually popped open off screens.
Three other Salukis joined Gibson

“
Some days in life
... no matter how
hard you work and
how hard you push
through, it doesn’t
go your way.

— Jerry Kill
SIU football head coach

and Sweere in double-digit scoring,
making it the first time this season
five Salukis finished with 10 or more
points. Junior Erica Smith had 11
points with a game-high five steals,
while freshmen Katrina Swingler and
Ellen Young had 13 and 11 points
respectively.
Leading into the game, Eikenberg
said she wanted to give Swingler
more time in the rotation after she
showed improvements during practice. Swingler responded to the extra
minutes by recording career highs
with 13 points, five rebounds and
three steals.
“Right now she is giving us work
ethic in practice,” Eikenberg said. “It’s
all about the way she is bringing
herself to practice. Instead of being
fearful of what may happen, she is
really taking risks, and you can see it
in her game.”
The Sugar Bears (2-6) were never
close, but managed to have four players finish in double figures. Guard
Meaghen Kellybrew led the team
with 16 points, but also committed a
game-high 10 turnovers.
SIU forced a total of 21 turnovers
but committed only seven as a team.
Guard Laura Beth Anderson was
the Sugar Bears’ most efficient player
as she recorded a double-double with
14 points and 12 rebounds. Anderson
notched most of her points from the
free throw line and took a game-high
10 attempts.
Central Arkansas managed to out-
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But Kill said he is not one to offer
excuses, and the Blue Hens executed
amid similar circumstances.
“We left some points out on the
field in the kicking game, and you
look at it and it’s the difference in the
game,” Kill said.
Ultimately, the Salukis failed to
come through where they had all season, as they knocked on the door of
their opponent’s end zone. The team

Sports
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Freshman guard Ellen Young drives past a Central Arkansas defender during the Salukis’ 88-67 win
Saturday night at the SIU Arena. Young contributed 11 points, two boards and two assists in the game.
rebound the Salukis 42-34. Despite
SIU’s better position on rebounds,
the Sugar Bears managed to come up
with the ball.
Eikenberg said rebounding is still

an issue the team needs to address.
“We obviously didn’t follow our
gameplan in regards to the boards, and
I’m not sure what we have to do to get
an over-the-back call,” Eikenberg said.

“We have to find a way to make some
extra things happen for us.”

mustered only two scores, one rushing touchdown and one first-quarter
field goal, in four trips within 20 yards
of a touchdown.
Senior quarterback Nick Hill had
his worst game statistically of the
season with a less than 50 percent
completion percentage and two interceptions. The only other time Hill
threw more than one interception
was in the Salukis’ other loss against
Northern Iowa.
Hill said the Delaware defense
buckled down in the red zone and the

SIU offense failed to execute against
the pressure.
“A couple penalties hurt us and
took us out of a good down and distances. A couple times that we did get
it in the end zone it got called back,”
Hill said. “Just little things that we
didn’t make the plays we needed to.”
Kill, who capped his best season
as a head coach with the loss, noted
the team failed to capitalize exactly
where it excelled in the past, during
the pressure situations with the game
on the line.

Kill summed up the contest as “a
great life lesson.”
“Some days in life ... no matter
how hard you work and how hard you
push through, it doesn’t go your way,”
Kill said. “But like I told our kids,
we’ll find out what kind of people we
are and what kind of football team
we really have is how we handle this
thing.”

Jeff Engelhardt can be reached at 5363311 ext.238 or jengel@siu.edu.

Sean McGahan can be reached at 5363311 ext. 269 or mcgahan@siu.edu.
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Which BCS bowl game are you most looking forward to?
“The Sugar Bowl, simply because I want to
see if Hawaii is for real. Last year its WAC counSEAN MCGAHAN terpart Boise State shocked the naysayers in
one of the most exciting bowl games ever, and
smcgahan
Utah silenced the hate speech a couple years
@siude.com
ago by making a game that wasn’t supposed
to be close a nail-bitter. ”

“The Sugar Bowl or the Orange Bowl,
and only because they have surprise teams
competing — Hawaii in the Sugar Bowl and SCOTT MIESZALA
Kansas in the Orange Bowl. It’s going to
be interesting to see Hawaii face the best
smieszala
team it has probably ever played, and who
@siude.com
expected this kind of season from Kansas?”

MEGAN KRAMPER
megkramp
@siu.edu

“Even though it’s the most obvious, I’ll be
waiting for the Allstate BCS Championship
Game. I don’t think these two teams aren’t
the best teams for this game, but I’m interested to see if LSU’s sometimes shaky defense
will hold up and if Ohio State will actually
have what it takes to win the title their second time around.”

Brandon Jacobs returned
to the New York Giants’ starting
lineup Sunday after missing
the last two games with a
hamstring injury. The former
Saluki running back rushed
22 times for 70 yards in the
Giants’ 16-13 win over the
Eagles. Jacobs now has 137
carries for 669 yards and two
touchdowns this season.

GUEST COMMENTATOR : AARON LOCKWOOD
“USC and Illinois, just because I want to see USC stomp
them, just beat them really bad, so the BCS knows they made
a mistake putting a team like Illinois in a game like that.”
– SIU football team junior guard Aaron Lockwood
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“Bottom line, we gotta knock
down shots,” Shaw said.
Junior guard Bryan Mullins added
nine points off of three 3-pointers
with two assists and two steals, and
sophomore guard Josh Bone came off
the bench to score 13 points.
The 49ers were led offensively by
senior guard Leemire Goldwire, who
scored 24 points and grabbed eight

?

rebounds on the night.
In all three Saluki losses this season, at least one opponent has scored
20 or more points against the Salukis’
famed defense.
Last season only two players
— Western Kentucky’s Courtney
Lee and Evansville’s Matt Webster
— managed to accomplish that feat
against SIU.
Sophomore guard Ian Andersen
added 12 points, 11 of which came
in Charlotte’s 20-0 run, to help the

Do you have questions for the Saluki
Insider that you want answered?
E-mail: editor@siude.com

49ers keep the Salukis out of it.
Charlotte’s defense held the
Salukis to just 32 percent from the
field and only 6 out of 26 3-pointers
on the night.
The Salukis will return to the SIU
Arena Tuesday night to take on St.
Mary’s at 7 p.m.
Megan Kramper can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 282 or
megkramp@siu.edu.

Randle said it was a physical
game and his blockers did well
locking up with the Blue Hens’
defenders, and this won’t be the
last time the Salukis (12-2) are
heard from.
“There’s a bright future here at
Southern Illinois and I had a good
time playing here,” Randle said.
“There’s much more to come.”
The Salukis scored once after
Randle’s touchdown without putting the offense on the field on an
88-yard kick return touchdown by
senior cornerback and return specialist Craig Turner.
Turner was held up in a crowd
around the Salukis’ 35-yard line,
but he dodged back to avoid one
would-be tackler, then burst past
another pair to escape a crowd of
Blue Hens. He then streaked down
the field for a score to tie the game
at 17 in the fourth quarter.
“I was just trying to stay in
bounds, see if I could make a play,”
Turner said.
Delaware coach K.C. Keeler
said the Massachusetts coaching
staff told him not to kick to Turner.
SIU defeated Massachusetts in the
quarterfinals.
“I’m
sure
Donny ’s
(Massachusetts coach Don Brown)
watching the game, hollering at
the TV, hollering, ‘You stupid idiot,
I told you not to kick it to him,’
because he’s a special player and
he makes a lot of big plays,” Keeler
said.
Turner’s score was the only time
the Salukis punched it in the end
zone after the first quarter.
The Salukis scored on two of
their four chances in the red zone
on a field goal from Dougherty in
the first visit and a 1-yard touchdown run from Randle on the
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“
Someday we’ll be
able to look back and
say we had a good
season. But right now
it just hurts.

— Nick Hill
SIU senior quarterback

second. SIU was shut out in the
red zone for the remainder of the
game.
The Salukis hold an 85 percent
scoring rate in the red zone this
season, and Hill said Delaware
buckled down when the Salukis
made it inside the Blue Hens’ 20yard line.
SIU also had two touchdowns
called back, including one on a
fake field goal in the fourth quarter, when a falling catch by senior
right tackle and tight end Andrew
Kernes was nullified by a penalty.
“We didn’t make the right plays
when we needed to,” Hill said.
SIU freshman kicker Kyle
Dougherty missed a 39-yard field
goal attempt in the final quarter,
and the Salukis botched a snap on
another try.
SIU coach Jerry Kill said the
bad snap was a result of the wet
and cold conditions, and this game
just didn’t work in the Salukis’
favor — the opposite of when
the Salukis upset Northern Illinois
early in the season.
“Today, we just seemed like
we were working for everything
we could get, you know, and just
couldn’t quite make the play,” Kill
said.
Scott Mieszala can be reached at 5363311 ext. 256 or smieszala@siude.com.
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SIU stopped short
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Falker can’t
find rim in
71-56 loss
Megan Kramper
DAILY EGYPTIAN
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SIU senior running back John Randle is taken down by two Delaware defenders during SIU’s 20-17 semifinal loss Saturday. The Salukis
(12-2) lost the game despite a season-high rushing effort from Randle.

Saluki dream season ends in semifinals
Scott Mieszala
DAILY EGYPTIAN

The SIU football team’s journey
from being picked fourth in its
conference to being one of the last
four teams remaining in its division
has come to an end.
The Salukis botched two field
goals Saturday and had two touch-

NO. 4 SIU 17, NO. 13 UD 20
Saturday, at McAndrew Stadium
SIU (12-2) 10 0 0 7 — 17
UD (11-3) 0 7 7 6 — 20
SIU Individual stats
RUSHING — John Randle 26-129, Nick
Hill 12-41, Richard White 6-30
PASSING (comp.-att.-yards int. TDs)
— Nick Hill 12-25-106-2-0
RECEIVING — Alan Turner 6-64, Justin
Allen 3-16

UD Individual stats
RUSHING — Omar Cuﬀ 21-102, Kervin
Michaud 2-11, Joe Flacco 4-7
PASSING (comp.-att.-yards int. TDs)
— Joe Flacco 21-38-243-0-2
RECEIVING — Mark Duncan 6-32,
Robbie Agnone 4-72, Omar Cuﬀ 4-67

TEAM STATS

SIU

1st downs
21
47-191
Rushes-yards
106
Passing yards
12-25-2
Comp.-Att.-Int.
Return yards
160
Punts-Avg.
2-57
Fumbles-lost
0-0
3rd down eﬃciency 5/15
4th down eﬃciency 2/4
Penalties-yards
9-72
31:04
Possession

UD
21
28-119
285
22-39-0
75
5-42
0-0
5/14
0/1
8-96
28:56

SCORING SUMMARY
1st QUARTER

SIU-UD

SIU 05:46 Dougherty 42-yd ﬁeld goal
SIU 00:44 Randle 1-yd run (Doughery kick)

3-0
10-0

UD 12:13 Agnone 8-yd pass (Striefsky kick)

10-7

UD 07:31 Michaud 9-yd pass (Striefsky kick)

10-14

2nd QUARTER
3rd QUARTER
4th QUARTER

UD 10:09 Striefsky 47-yd ﬁeld goal
10-17
SIU 09:52 Turner, C. 88-yd kickoﬀ return (Dougherty kick) 17-17
17-20
UD 06:58 Striefsky 24-yd ﬁeld goal

downs called back in their season-ending 20-17 loss to Delaware
in the Football Championship
Subdivision semifinals.
SIU senior quarterback Nick
Hill said it was a great season for
the Salukis (12-2), though they
weren’t just happy to be there.
“Someday we’ll be able to look
back and say we had a good season,” Hill said. “But right now it
just hurts.”
But the fact the Salukis
were in the position to make it
to the Football Championship
Subdivision title game may have
come as a surprise to some. Before
the season, the team was picked
to finish fourth in the Gateway
Football Conference.
Hill, who led the Gateway in
passing yards, touchdowns and
passer efficiency this season, threw
for just 106 yards on 12-of-25 passing with two interceptions in his
final collegiate game.
Hill’s first pick hit senior wide
receiver Justin Allen in the shoulder and bounced into the hands of
Delaware linebacker Erik Johnson.
The second interception came
with less than two minutes remaining in the game — Hill’s last throw
as a college quarterback.
While Hill struggled, Delaware
senior quarterback Joe Flacco threw
for 243 yards and two touchdowns,
and Blue Hen senior running back
Omar Cuff ran for 102 yards.
SIU did beat Delaware in the
rushing battle, with 224 yards to
Delaware’s 135.
Senior running back John
Randle led the Salukis’ ground
attack, as he rushed for 129 yards
and a first-quarter touchdown on
26 carries against the Blue Hens
(11-3), who will face Appalachian
State in the FCS title game Friday.
See FOOTBALL, Page 14

The Charlotte 49ers’ plan to stop
senior forward Randal Falker was
more effective than any other team’s
in three years.
Falker, who entered the game as
SIU’s leading scorer, was kept scoreless
for the first time since Feb. 19, 2005,
when he was held 0-for-2 from the
floor in his freshman year.
Falker went 0-for-3 in Saturday’s
71-56 loss at Charlotte and fouled out
before the Salukis were handed their
third consecutive defeat.
“He’s got a target on his back,”
coach Chris Lowery said in a postgame release. “(Charlotte’s big guys)
played hard. They brought their Agame. He (Falker) didn’t.”
SIU (3-3) couldn’t capitalize on
open shots for the second game in a
row and had a season-high 17 turnovers.
Lowery said the team’s confidence
level is not where it should be at
this point in the season, evident by
its continued failure to capitalize on
wide-open looks.
After leading early, the Salukis
allowed the 49ers (6-2) to capitalize
on a 20-0 run in the first half, which
sent them to the locker room down
12 at the half.
Senior forward Matt Shaw led the
Salukis with 20 points, six rebounds
and three steals.
Shaw said the Salukis took too
many outside shots and need to work
on getting the ball to the post players
and inside the net.
See CHARLOTTE, Page 15
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Senior wide receiver Phil Goforth struggles with a Delaware
defender during SIU’s 20-17 semifinal loss Saturday.

SIU falls where it previously excelled
Sean McGahan
DAILY EGYPTIAN

A season laced with aweinspiring finishes and jaw-dropping precision came to an early
close Saturday because of several
uncharacteristic plays.
The SIU football team ended
its best season since 1983 four
points short of a national title
shot, losing to Delaware 20-17.
Coach Jerry Kill said the difference between the defeat and
the potential for a championship
came down to just a few poorly
executed plays.
“There’s always six or seven
plays in a football game that’s
the difference in the game.
That’s why you’ve got to play
every one of them hard. Because
if you don’t, you get beat,” Kill
said.
Most of the lost opportunities came in the form of
untimely penalties and previously unseen miscues in the kicking
game — both areas in which the
Salukis (12-2) thrived throughout the season.

Salukis snap
losing streak
Jeff Engelhardt

Though SIU’s nine penalties cost it fewer yards than
Delaware’s eight, the scores
those penalties negated was the
difference in the game.
Two touchdowns and one
long pass that brought SIU two
yards from another score were
brought back because of penalties that had little to do with
execution. The team came away
from all three of those drives
without putting the ball in the
end zone.
Additional points were kept
off the board because of mistakes
in the kicking game. Freshman
kicker Kyle Dougherty missed a
39-yard field goal in the fourth
quarter and didn’t get a chance
to kick one earlier in the contest
because of a fumbled hold.
Kill said failure to execute
in the kicking game could have
come down to the field conditions, which featured heavy mist
and wet turf through most of
the contest.

The SIU women’s basketball team
kicked a slow start to the season into
the next gear with blistering starts
to each half of its victory against
Central Arkansas.
The Salukis snapped their fourgame losing streak Saturday in a
victory that marked the highest point
total of their season. The 88-67 win
against Central Arkansas was fueled
by the Salukis’ ability to start each
half with high-energy play.
Whether it was bodies hitting
the floor for a loose ball, jumping in
front of a pass for a steal or forcing
a turnover, the Salukis’ energy never
let up.
SIU (2-5) jumped to a 22-4 lead
in the first eight minutes of the first
half, while the start of the second half
showcased a 7-2 run by SIU.
Coach Dana Eikenberg said she
was pleased with the team’s ability
to follow a gameplan through both
halves of play.
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